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Abstract. The property of a one-parameter C*- (or W*-) dynamical system that the
spectral subspaces corresponding to the three subsets (—oo, 0), {0}, and (0, +<x>) add
up to the whole algebra is reformulated. If the C*-algebra is prime (or the W*-
algebra is a factor), an equivalent property is that the spectrum is finite.

0. Introduction
One of the classical examples of a non-complemented closed linear subspace of a
Banach space is the following (see e.g. [10]):

Let T = {f € C; |£| = 1}, C(T) =the Banach space of all complex continuous func-
tions on T, and A(T) = the set of all / e C(T) allowing a continuous extension to
the disk {f e C; |£| ̂  1} which is analytic on the interior. Then A(T) is a closed linear
subspace of C(T) without topological complement. C(T) is also a C*-algebra, and,
if one defines the strongly continuous one-parameter group T of *-automorphisms
of C(T) by

then A(J) is exactly the spectral subspace C(T)T((-oo, 0]) of T (see [1]). Thus, the
above example suggests that if (A, a) is a one-parameter C*-dynamical system (see
[12]), then the spectral subspace Aa((-oo, 0]) seldom has a topological complement.

The purpose of this paper is to give a complete description of all one-parameter
C*-dynamical systems (A, a), resp. W*-dynamical systems (M,a), for which
Aa((-oo, 0]), resp. Ma((-oo, 0]), has a topological complement. Using the tech-
niques developed in [5], we prove that a necessary and sufficient condition for this
to hold, at least, in the case of a C*-dynamical system, after passing to an invariant
essential closed two-sided ideal, is that, locally, in a certain sense, a has finite
spectrum, and, moreover, the cardinality of the local spectrum of a is uniformly
bounded (§3). In the case that A is prime, resp. M is a factor, the spectral subspace
of a corresponding to (—<x>, 0] has a topological complement if and only if the
spectrum of a is finite (§ 2).
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188 G. A. Elliott and L. Zsido

1. Preliminaries
In this paragraph we recall some general facts concerning one-parameter groups of
operators.

We will call a dual pair of Banach spaces any pair (X, 8F) of complex Banach
spaces, together with a bilinear functional X x&s(x, <f>)i->(x, <f>)eC, such that:

(i) | |x| |=supW|Si |<x,<£)| f o r a n y x e X ;
(ii) | |0| |=sup| |X| |S, |<x,0)| for any 0 e ^ ;
(iii) the convex hull of any relatively <r(X, ^ - compac t subset of X is relatively

<T(X, ^ - c o m p a c t ;
(iv) the convex hull of any relatively o-{3F, X)-compact subset of 9 is relatively

o-{SF, X)-compact.
If X is a complex Banach space and X* its dual, then the pairs (X, X*) and
(X*, X) , endowed with the natural pairing between X and X*, are dual pairs of
Banach spaces.

If (X, 3F) is a dual pair of Banach spaces, then the uniform boundedness principle
holds in X with respect to cr{X, SF) ([9, th. 2.8.6]); moreover, quite general X-valued
maps, denned on a locally compact space endowed with a Radon measure, are
a(X, JO-integrable ([1, prop. 1.2]; [2, prop. 1.4]). Let us denote by B^(X)
the Banach algebra of all <r(X, ^)-continuous linear operators on X. For each
Te B9{X) the adjoint T3&BX{9) of T in & is denned by

In the cases 9= X* and X = &* we use the usual notation T* for T35.
Let (X, 9) be a dual pair of Banach spaces. A one-parameter group U in B&(X)

is a mapping U: R-» B&{X) such that

Uo = identity map of X,

U,1+h= UhU,2, tut2eU.

U is called o-(X, 3*)-continuous if for each x e X the mapping

R3t^>U,(x)eX

is o^X, £F)-continuous. In this case one can define the dual group U3" in Bx{9) by

uf=(u,r, ten,
and U3* is <r(&, X)-continuous. We note that if & = X* then a <r(X, ^-cont inuous
one-parameter group U in B(X) = B&{X) is always strongly continuous. In this
case we use the notation U* for U9.

For bounded, or even certain non-quasianalytic cr(X, ^F)-continuous one-para-
meter groups in B&(X) a valid theory of spectral subspaces can be developed ([1],
[11], [4], [3]). Since we have C*- and W*-dynamical systems in view, we shall deal
in the sequel only with one-parameter groups of isometries in B&(X):

Let (X, 2F) be a dual pair of Banach spaces and U a o-(X, JO-continuous
one-parameter group of isometries in B&{X). For each /eL'(IR) one can define

by
r +oo

<t/ / (x) ,0>= f(t)(U,(x), <f>) dt, xeX,<t>e9.
J-OO
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One-parameter automorphism groups 189

With / denoting the inverse Fourier transform of f defined by

f(s)=\ f(t)eis'dt, s€U,

the spectral subspace of U, associated to a closed set F <= R, is given by

Xu(F) = {xeX; Uf(x) = 0 for all / e L ' ( R ) with F n s u p p ( /) = 0 } ,

([1]). Denoting by Uz the analytic extension of U in z e C ([2]) one has for each A € R,

= \xe D Su2;||C/z(x)||<e
A|Imz|||x|| forlmz<o),

I Im zsO J

Xu([\,+°o)) = \xef) a>Uu;m ||t/w(x)||1/k<e-
A]

= fxe P| ®uz;||t/zWINe"A|Imz|||^|| forlmz>o]
L Im z>0 J

([16]). The spectrum of 1/ is the closed set

{ for each neighbourhood N of A there is ]
AeR; . [

/ „ e L'(R) with supp (fN)<=N and l//w ̂  0 J

= {A e R; for all A,, A2 e R with A, < A < A2, X
u([\u A2]) ̂  0}

([1]). We assume familiarity in handling spectral subspaces and spectra.

(1.1) THEOREM. Let (X, &) be a dual pair of Banach spaces and U a er(X, 2F)-
continuous one-parameter group of isometries in B&{X). If k is an isolated point of
o-(U) then there is a (unique) projection Px e B&(X) with

image of P? = Xu({\});
kernel of P? = Xu(<r(U)\{\});

Proof. Replacing U by R 3 t^e~ik'U, e B&(X), we may assume that A = 0. Choose
some /o e L'(R) such that:

fo(s) = 1 for s in a neighbourhood of 0,

supp(/o)n(o-(C/)\{O}) = 0 )

and put Po = Ufoe B&(X). It is easy to see that Po is a projection with image ol
P^ = Xu({0}), kernel of P0

u = Xu(o-(U)\{0}). Obviously,

^ , , ^ , teR.

By the arguments from [17, pp. 242, 243] we have

1 fT

Po
u(x) = x = norm^lim^ — j Ut(x) dt,
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190 G. A. Elliott and L. Zsido

forx€Xu({0}), and

1 CT

norm-lim — U,(x) dt,
T-» +00 2 T J _ 7-

for x e l j . < o X u (( -oo, M]) or U > o X^CCM,+00)).
For each x belonging to

U x
KcR compact /i<0 M>0

it follows that, successively,

1 fT

Po(x) = norm-lim — U,(x) dt,
T^+CO2T J_T

Since the unit ball of UxcRcompact XU(K) is a(X, ^)-dense in the closed unit ball
of X and PQ is a(X, ^-continuous, it follows that \\Po\\ ^ 1- On the other hand,
since 0 e a( U), we have P" * 0 and therefore || Po \\ = 1. D

For each set 5 we denote by \S\ the cardinal number of S.

(1.2) COROLLARY. Let (X, &) be a dual pair of Banach spaces and U a o-(X, 3F)-
continuous one-parameter group of isometries in B&(X). If F is a finite set of isolated
points ofcr(U) then there is a (unique) projection PFe B&(X) with:

image of PF = XU(F);
kernel of PV

F = Xu(a(U)\F);
PFU,= U,PF, ten; and

Proof. With the notation of theorem (1.1) put PF = I A e F PX • •

In particular, if o-( U) is finite then there exists a bounded linear projection of norm
<|o-(t/)| onto each spectral subspace of U. The aim of this paper is to prove a
converse of this statement for C*- and W*-dynamical systems: if U is a C*- or
W*- dynamical system and there exists a bounded linear projection onto
Xu((-oo,0]) then, 'locally', a(U) is finite.

Next we examine in a quite general situation the consequences for U of the
existence of a bounded linear projection onto Xu((—oo, 0]).

(1.3) THEOREM. Let & be a complex Banach space, X its dual, and U a o-(X, 3F)-
continuous one-parameter group of isometries in B&(X). Then there exists a linear
mapping

B(X)sP>-*PueB(X)

such that for every Pe B(X)

PUU, = U,PU,
and

Fan closed, P(x) = x forxeXu(F)

(x) = x forxeXu(F);
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One-parameter automorphism groups 191

R closed, P(x)=O forxeXu(F)

=3>Pu(x)=0 forxeXu(F);

FcR closed, P(x)eXu{F) forxeXwith U3t<-^U,(x)eX norm-continuous

=$Pu(x)eXu(F) forxeX with R3t>-+ U,(x)eX norm-continuous.

Proof. For the proof we adapt an argument from [14]. The additive group R being
commutative, there exists an invariant mean m on the vector space of all bounded
complex functions on R (see for example [7, th. 1.2.1]).

Let P e B(X). For every x e X and <f> e & we define fx^: R -> C by

&*(*) = (U,PU^,(x),<t>), ten.

Then

sup |/*,«(0M|f1IWIWI, xeX,4>e9,
li:R

and i x f s f x , <t>)'->fx,<t, is a bilinear mapping into the vector space of all bounded
complex functions on R. It follows that

is a bounded bilinear functional of norm ^ H^H. Since X is the dual space of 3F,
there exists Pu e B(X) with

\\PU\\^\\P\\,
(Pu(x),<f>) = m(f^), xeX,<l>e&.

Clearly, Pu depends linearly on P.
Let s e R b e arbitrary. For every xeX and <j> e ZF we have

/us(x)>t/?s(<(.)(O=/x,«('-s), /eR,

so by the invariance of m we get

(U.sP
uUs(x), <j>) = {PuUs(x), U*s(

It follows that U_SP
UUS = Pu, and PVUS = USP

U.
Let us assume that F<=R is a closed set such that P(x) = x for xeXu(F). Then

we get for each xeXU(F), successively,

Pu(x) = x.

Next let FcR be a closed set such that P(x) = 0 for xeXu(F). Then we get for
each xeXu(F), successively,

£ • ( 0 = 0, </>e&,teR,

(Pu(x),4>) = m(fx^) = 0, <}>e&,

Pu(x) = 0.

Finally, let F c R be a closed set such that P(x) eXu(F)foixeX with U3t^U,(x)
norm-continuous. Then we have for each xeX with R3(i-> U,(x) norm-continuous
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192 G. A. Elliott and L. Zsido

and for each <f> e SF in the annihilator of XU(F),

By the Hahn-Banach theorem it follows that Pu(x) eXu(F) for x e X with R B (<-+
U,(x) norm-continuous. •

(1.4) COROLLARY. Let 9 be a complex Banach space, X its dual, and U a cr{X, 3F)-
continuous one-parameter group ofisometries in B&iX). If there exist Pe B(X) and
k, fieU, A < n , such that P(x) = x for x in the norm-closure of
UK^-<*Mcompac,Xu(K), P(x)€Xu((-co,fl]) for xeX with Mst~U,(x)eX
norm-continuous, then we have for the spectrum a( £/_*) of the analytic generator U-,
ofU,

Proof. By theorem (1.3) there exists Pu e B(X) such that Pu(x) = x for x in the
norm-closure of UK^-oo,^omp,ctXu(K), Pu(x)eXu((-oo, M]) for x e X with
Ust>^U,(x)eX norm-continuous, and PuUt = U,PU, te R. Set

Y = {xeX;U3 ff-» U,(x)eX is norm-continuous}.

By [4, prop. 2.10], Y is a {/-invariant norm-closed linear subspace of X, the restriction
U | Y of U to Y is a strongly continuous one-parameter group of isometries in
B( Y), and the closed unit ball of Y is o-(X, 9>)-dense in the closed unit ball of X.
Since Pu is bounded and commutes with every U,, it leaves Y invariant and Pu \ Y
commutes with every (U\Y),= U,\Y.

For each compact K c K w e have

Yu^Y(K)^ Yu\Y(K n (-oo, A]) + YU]Y([X -

so

Since U/ccRcompact YU^Y(K) is norm-dense in Y, it follows that

(l-Pu)Yc yu | v ( [A-l ,+oo)) .

Thus

Y=Pu(Y)+(l-Pu)(Y)

oo, /*]) + y" l y([A - 1, +oo))

By [18, cor. 2.4] it follows that <r((U\ y)_,)c[0, +oo). In particular,

Now let xe X be arbitrary. Since the closed unit ball of Y is <r(X, ^)-dense in the
closed unit ball of X, there is a net (y,)«e/ in V such that ||y,|| < ||x||, <e /, y,--»x in
o-(X, 3f). Writing
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One-parameter automorphism groups 193

we have
||z.||<c||j,..||<c||x||, *eJ,

>>. = z. + l/_,(z(), «eJ.

But by the Alaoglu theorem there exists a subnet (z,JAeL of (z,)<e/ which converges
in the o-(X, ̂ )-topology to some zeX. Then

U-,(ziA) = yiK -z^x-z in <r(X, &),

and since the operator [/_, is o-(X, 3F)-closed ([2, th. 2.4]), it follows that z e 3>u_. and

U-,(z) = x-z,

x = (l + l/_,)(z).

We conclude that 1 + t/_j is surjective. By [2, lemma 3.1] it is also injective, so
-l*cr( [/_,). D

(1.5) COROLLARY. Lef X be a complex Banach space, & its dual, and U a o-(X, &)-
continuous, hence strongly continuous, one-parameter group of isometries in B&(X) =
B(X). If there exist PeB(X) and \,fieR, A</x, such that P(x) = x for
xeXu((-oo,\]), P(X)czXu((-oo,fjL]), then we have for the spectrum er(l/_j) of
the analytic generator [/_,- of U,

Proof. Let us consider the dual group U* = U3* and the adjoint P* = P* of P.
Let <(> e &u\[n +1, +oo)). By [11, prop. 2.3.4] or [4, prop. 3.13] we have for all x e X

so

Now let 0 e 9 be arbitrary. If xeXu((-oo, A]) then

< X , ( 1 - P * ) ( 0 ) > = <(1-P)(JC),4>>

Again using [11, prop. 2.3.4] or [4, prop. 3.13], we get

Applying corollary (1.4) to the group R 3 t ^ [ / * , e B x ( f ) and to l - P *
we deduce that o-( Uf) * C. Since Uf is injective and (Uf)~l = U*t ([2, th. 2.4]), it
follows that o-([/*,)^C. Finally, since U% is the adjoint of t/_, ([16, th. 1.1]), we
conclude that

o-(i/_i)*c. n

2. The projection problem in the case of factors and prime C*-algebras
We recall that if (X, SP) is a dual pair of Banach spaces, U a o-(X, JO-continuous
one-parameter group of isometries in B&{X), and D <=• U an open set, then one defines

Xu(D) = cr(X, ^-closure of U XU(F).
F<= D closed

We begin with an adaptation of [5, th. 2.3] to the present frame:

(2.1) LEMMA. Let (M, a) be a one-parameter W*-dynamical system and let us assume
that there exists PeB(M) with P(x) = x for x in the norm-closure of
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194 G. A. Elliott and L. Zsido

UKC(-OO,O) mmPac, M"(K), P(x) 6 M"((-oo, 0]) for x&M with UBt^>a,(x)eM
norm-continuous. Then for each compact set K c (-00,0) and each xe Ma(K) with
\\x\\ < 1 we have

where ln:C\(—oo;0]-»C is the analytic function defined by

ln(rew) = \nr + id, r > O , | 0 | < - .

Proof. By theorem (1.3) there exists Pa e B{M) such that:

\\P"\\*\\P\\l
Paa, = a,Pa,teU;
P"(x) = x for x in the norm-closure of UKCI-CC.O)compact Ma{K),
Pa(x)e M"((-oo, 0]) for x e M with U3t>-+a,(x)e M norm-continuous.

Let K<=(-oo, 0) be compact and let xeMa(K) with | |x | |<l . Using the von
Neumann inequality ([13, § 153, th. B or Appendix, § 4]) as in the proof of [5, th.
2.3], we deduce that 7r/2±Imln (1 - x ) > 0 . Therefore

On the other hand, by known properties of the spectral subspaces of a we have

xkeM"(K+---+K), (x*)keMa(-K-----K), fcal.

k k

Since K+- • -+K<=(-oo,0) for all fc>l, we have

k

00 1 ao 1

Pa(ln(l-x))= I -rP"(xk)= I j-xk=\n(l-x).

Further, since for each fc>l, R3t>-*al((x*)k)eM is norm-continuous, P" com-
mutes with all a,, and P" is bounded, we have

Pa((x*)k)eMa((-<x>,0])nMa(-K K) = {0}, k>l.

k

Thus

P"((ln(l-*))*)= £ }r((x*)k) = 0.

We conclude that

In (1 -x) = Pa(\n (1 -x)-( ln (1 -*))*)

= 2«Pa(Imln(l-x)),

and so

||ln(l-x)||<2||Pa|| | |Imln(l-x)||

<W||P||. D
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Next we characterize all one-parameter W*-dynamical systems (M,a), with M a
factor, which allow bounded linear projections onto M"((-oo, 0]):

(2.2) THEOREM. Let (M,a) be a one-parameter W*-dynamical system with M a
factor. Then the following statements are equivalent:

(i) there exists PeB(M) such that P(x) = x for x in the norm-closure of
UK^-ao,o)compac,M"(K), P(x)eMa((-oo,0]) for xeM with R3t*-*a,(x)eM
norm-continuous;

(ii) for every closed subset FofU there exists a projection PFe BMJ,M) with:

image of Pa
F = Ma(F);

kernel of PF = Ma(U\F);

P"Fa, = a,Pa
F, ten; and

(iii) a(a) is finite.
Moreover, if the above equivalent statements hold then

sup ||P£||<|<7(a)|<e
2exp(277||P||).

Fed closed

Proof The implication (iii)=S>(ii) and the inequality

sup ||P£||<|cr(«)|
F=R closed

follow immediately from corollary 1.2. Since the implication (ii)=»(i) is trivial, it
remains to show (i)=^>(iii) and

k(a)|<e2exp(27r||P||).

Let us therefore assume that (i) holds, and show that |o-(a)|< e2 exp (2T7-||P||). By
corollary 1.4, cr(a_,)^C, so by [5, cor. 3.4], a is uniformly continuous. It follows
that there exists a self-adjoint ae M with

a,(x) = exp (ita)xexp (-ita), teU,xeM,

(see e.g. [12, 8.5.5]). Since a(a)<= a(a)-o-(a) (see e.g. [4, 6.19(iii)]), it suffices to
show that

|o-(fl)|=seexp(ir||P||).

Thus, let distinct points Ai<A2<- • <Anbein the spectrum <r( a) of a. Choose some

0 < e < ! min (A.+i-A,).

For each 1 < j < n let e} be the spectral projection of a corresponding to the interval
[Aj - e, \j + e]. Then 0 ¥• e}, e M, 1 <_/ < n, the projections eu... ,en are mutually
orthogonal, and by the comparability theorem (see e.g. [15, theorem 2.1.3]), there
is a permutation T of {1,. . . ,«} with

eT(i)<eT(2)<- • -<eT(n).
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Consequently there are projections / l5 . . . , / „ e M such that

IA IA IA

For any 1 < j < n — 1, let u , e M b e a partial isometry with

ufUj=fJ + l, UjUf=fj,

and put
n - l

U = Y. Uj€ M.

For each 1 <y < n - 1 and /c>l we have

||a-fc/(«/)|| = ||exp (fca)e,u/e/+1 exp (-ka)\\

and, similarly,

By [2, cor. 5.7] it follows that u,e M"([-(An-Al +2e), -e]), l < j < n - l , so
w6M"([-(An-A1+2e),-e]) . Using lemma 2.1 we obtain for every 0 < 5 < l ,

But M" = 0, SO

ln(l-Su) = Su+—u2

2 M — 1

and letting 8 increase to 1 in the above inequality, we get

+iu2+.. .+_L_u»
2 n - l

We may consider M as a von Neumann algebra in some complex Hilbert space H
([15, theorem 1.16.7]). Choosing £nefnH with ||fn|| = 1 and denning

we have ije
to 1. Hence

and ||fj = 1, f <_/<n, so the norm of f = -7=(f ^n) is equal

But by an easy computation (see the end of the proof of [5, prop. 2.6]) we get

and it follows that In n /e< ir\\P\\, i.e. n < c exp (7r||P||). This proves that |o-(a)|s
e exp (7r||P||), from which it follows as shown above that |o-(a)|< e2 exp (2ir||P||).

a
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Now we consider one-parameter C*-dynamical systems on separable prime C*-
algebras:

(2.3) COROLLARY. Let (A, a) be a one-parameter C*-dynamical system with A a
separable prime C*-algebra and let us assume that there exists P e B{A) such that

P(x) = x for xe A" ((-oo,0)),

P(A)cAa((-oo,0]).

Then o-(a) is finite and

k(a) |<c2exp(27r| |P | | ) .

Proof. By a theorem of Dixmier (see e.g. [12, prop. 4.3.6]) A is primitive, so it has
a faithful irreducible * -representation ir:A-*B(H).

By corollary 1.5 and by [5, prop. 2.2], a can be extended to a o~(A**, A*)-
continuous one-parameter group a** of *-automorphisms of A**, with o-((a**)_,) =
o-(a_,) 5* C. It is easy to verify that the second adjoint P** € BA*(A**) of P satisfies
the conditions

P**(x) = x

for xe(A**)"**((-oo,0)) = (r(A**,A*)-closure of UK=(-»/»compact (A**)a"(K),
and

p**(A**) e (A**)a"((-oo, 0]).

Now ir can be extended to a normal *-representation TT: A**-» B(H), and there is
a central projection p of A** such that

7T | A**p: A**p -* B(H) is a *-isomorphism

(see the proof of [15, prop. 1.16.2]). By [5, cor. 2.4] (a**),(p)=p, teU, so there
exists a one-parameter W*-dynamical system (B(H),(Z) with

The linear map

Q:B(H) = T?(A**/>) 3 n(xp)^>Z(P**(xp)) 6

clearly satisfies the conditions

y foryeB(H)"((-oo,0)),

Q(B(H))cB(H)"((-oo,0]),

so by theorem 2.2, tr(/8) is finite and

k ( B ) | s e2 exp (27T||<?||) < e2 exp (2^||P||).

Finally, since IT is injective and w° a, = /3, ° TT, f eR, we have o-(a)c a(B) and the
above statement concerning er(/3) yields the required one. •
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Finally we prove the C*-algebra counterpart to theorem 2.2 in full generality:

(2.4) THEOREM. Let (A, a) be a one-parameter C*-dynamical system with A a prime
C* -algebra. Then the following statements are equivalent:

(j) there exists P e B{A) such that

P(x) = x for xeAa((-co, 0)),

(jj) for every closed subset FofR there exists a projection PF e B(A) with:
image of Pa

F = Aa(F);
kernel of Pa

F = A"(R\F);
PFat = a,PF,teU;and
^V>F^U closed \\P"F\\<+<X>\

(jjj) o-(a) is finite.
Moreover, if the above equivalent statements hold then

sup \\PF\\^\o-(a)\^e2exp(2v\\P\\).
FcR closed

Proof. As in the proof of theorem 2.2, the implication (jjj)=>(jj) and the inequality
supF=Rclosed \\PF\\ ^\a(a)\ follow by corollary 1.2, and the implication (jj)=>(j) is
trivial. In order to prove (j) =>(jjj) and the inequality

k(a)|<e
2exp(27r| |P| |),

let us assume that (j) holds and show that |cr(a)|< e2 exp (27r||P||). Thus, consider
n distinct points in o-(a). Then by the definition of cr(a) there are/,, . . . , /„ e L'(U)
with

1 ̂ J\,J2 ^ n, j , r^72=>supp (fh) n supp (fh) = 0

and xu...,xneA such that

af.(Xj) ^ 0 for all 1 < j < n.

By [5, cor. 3.2] there exists an a-invariant separable prime C*-subalgebra B, of A
with fi, =>{x u . . . , xn}. Next, again by [5, cor. 3.2], there exists an a-invariant
separable prime C*-subalgebra B2 of A with B2^>BxuP(BX). Continuing in this
way we get a sequence B, c B 2 c • • • of a-invariant separable prime C*-subalgebras
of A such that

cBk+l forfc>l .

Then the closure B of Ufcai Bk is an a-invariant separable prime C*-subalgebra
of A such that {xu..., xn} <= B and P(B) c B. Applying corollary 2.3 to the restriction
a |B of a to B and to P | B, we get

|O-(a|B)|<e
2exp(277||P|B||)<e2exp(27r||P||).

But we have for each 1 <y < n, (a \ B)f.(xj) = af.(xj) * 0, (a | B)f. * 0, so

o-(a | B) n supp (fj)
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Thus o-(a \B) contains at least n distinct points, and so

»<e2exp(277||P||),

as desired. •

3. The projection problem in the general case
Let M be a W*-algebra, Z its centre and £1 the maximal ideal space of Z. Following
[6], we consider for each to e £1 the norm-closed (automatically two-sided) ideal [w]
of M generated by w. Denote by xm the canonical image of JC e M in the quotient
C*-algebra M/[w]. We recall that by the formula from [6, p. 232],

||x|| = sup llx^H, xe M,
cod'l

and by [6, lemma 10], il 3 <u •—* Hx̂ , || is continuous for each xeM. We note also,
even if we do not use it, that each JVf/[w] is a primitive C*-algebra ([8, theorem 4.7]).

Theorem 2.2 can be extended to general one-parameter W*-dynamical systems:

(3.1) THEOREM. Let (M, a) be a one-parameter W*-dynamical system, Z the centre
ofM, and il the maximal ideal space ofZ. Then the following statements are equivalent:

(i) there exists PeB(M) such that P(x) = x for x in the norm-closure of
UK^-~,0)compac,Ma(K), P(x)eMa((-oo,0]) for xeM with U3t^a,(x)eM
norm-continuous;

(ii) there exists QeB(M) such that Q(x) = x for x in the norm-closure
°f UK<= (-00,0) compact Ma(K), Q(x) = 0 for x in the norm-closure of

LJK<=(0, +00) compact Ma(K)',

(iii) for every closed subset F of R there exists a projection Pp e BMJiM) with:
image of Pa

F= Ma(F);
kernel of P"F= Ma(U\F);
PFa, = a,PF, teR; and
SUpF^Kclosed\\PF\\<+oo;

(iv) there exists a dense open subset 3) of il such that, for each we 3), [co]
is a-invariant and a induces a uniformly continuous one-parameter group a1" of
* -automorphisms of the quotient C*-algebra M/[<w], and sup^e® |o-(a'")|< +00;

(v) for each xe M and each </> € M^

sup I -(a,{x),<t>)dt <+oo;

(vi) a has the Hilbert transform property from [18, § 3] in every xe M; that is, the
limit

Ha(x)=-<r(M, M J - lim - a,(x) dt
77- 0<^0 Jes|( |sg t

5+5-»+OO

exists for each xe M;
(vii) a lias the global Hilbert transform property from [18, § 3]; that is, it has the

Hilbert transform property in every xe M and Ha e BM^(
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Moreover, if the above equivalent statements hold then:

sup | |m| < sup \a(a')\ < e2 exp (2ir||P||);
FcR closed we3:

for given Q, P can be chosen with || P || < || Q ||; Q can be chosen with || Q || < £( 1 +1| Ha ||);

Proo/ (i)=»(iv) and the inequality sup^a, lo^Ol^s e2exp (2T7-||P||):

By corollary 1.4, o-(a_,) 5* C, so by [5, theorem 4.4], there exists a family (/>,-).-6j
of mutually orthogonal central projections in M with £\e / p, = 1 such that, for each
i e /, p, is fixed by a and a induces a uniformly continuous one-parameter group
a|MPi of *-automorphisms of MPi. It follows that for each iel there exists a
self-adjoint a, e M with

a,(x) = exp (ifcO* exp (-ita,), ( eR,xe Mp

(see e.g. [12, 8.5.5]). Each />, corresponds to the characteristic function of some
closed and open subset X, of ft, and the open set 2 = U«e/ ^ . is dense in ft.

Let w e 2 be arbitrary. Then there exists an i e I with a> e K;. Plainly, [w] is
a-invariant and a induces a uniformly continuous one-parameter group am of
•-automorphisms of M/[&>]. Since

a(a")c,7((a,)J-(7((fl. .)J

(see e.g. [4, 6.19(iii)]), |o-(aa>)|< e2exp (2ir||P||) will follow from the inequality

In order to prove the last inequality, we proceed much as in the proof of theorem
2.2; therefore we only sketch the reasoning:

Consider n distinct points A, < A2< • • • < An in the spectrum of (a,-)M. Choosing
some

0 < e < 5 min (A.+i-A,),
|sj<n-l

for each I < j < n, let ej e M be the spectral projection of a, corresponding to
[Aj - e, \j + e]. Then the projections eu...,en are mutually orthogonal and (̂ -)<» ^ 0,
I <7 s n. By the comparability theorem (see e.g. [15, theorem 2.1.3]) there exists,
for any distinct l<juj2^n, a projection Pjuj2^P; in Z, corresponding to the
characteristic function of some closed and open set containing w, such that either
ehPh,J2< ehPh,h' o r

 <W;,,A> ehPjuh- Consequently, there is a permutation T of
{ 1 , . . . , n} and a projection p^Pi in .Z, corresponding to the characteristic function
of some closed and open set containing w, such that

Hence there exist projections / , , . . . ,/„ e M such that

/i ~/ 2 /„ ~ eT(1)p ^ [&>].

IA IA IA

For any 1 < j < n - 1, let M, e M be a partial isometry with

ufUj=fj + l, UjUf=fj,
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and put

w = X «, e M.

Using [2, cor. 5.7], it is easy to see that «,e M"([-(An-A1 +2e), -e]), 1 < ; < B - 1 ,

so weM"([-(An-A,+2e),-e]) . By lemma 2.1 it follows that

I
n-\ (O" U+jU Z + -

= lim
(0,1)38^-1

M - l

But on the other hand, each {fj)a being non-zero, considering M/[<w] as a C*-
subalgebraof B{H) for some complex Hilbert space H (see e.g. [15, theorem 1.16.6])
and computing as at the end of the proof of theorem 2.2, we get

n-l ( O - 1

Thus In n/e<ir | |P| | , n< e exp (ir||P||), as desired.

(iv)=>(iii) and the inequality supFcRck>s<.d HP̂ H
Set «0

 = supO)e3 ^(a")! , and let F be an arbitrary closed subset of K. By [5,
theorem 4.4 and cor. 2.4], a,(z) = z for all z e Z and f e R. Using Zorn's lemma, we
get a maximal family of mutually orthogonal non-zero projections (p,),e/ in Z such
that for each i e / there exists a projection P^)Mp-e BiMpi) (Mp.) with:

image of P£|MP- = (MPl)
alMp'(F) = Ma(F)p,;

kernel of P£|Mp- = (Mp<)a|Mp.(R\F) = Ma(U\F)pc;
^ p,), = (a | Mp.)^**', * e R;

| | ^ | | 0

If we show that I..e/ p.-= I, then Pa
F = 'Z,eI P£|Mp- would be a projection in BMt(M)

with:
image of Pa

F=Ma(F);
kernel of P F = Ma(U\F);
PFa, = a,PF, ten;

iniN«o.
Therefore let p0 = I ~X,e/ P. and let us prove that the assumption p0 # 0 leads to a
contradiction.

Let us identify each projection p e Z with the characteristic function of the closed
and open subset {<oe£l;pw = lw} of SI. So p0 is the characteristic function Xn,, of
some closed and open set 0 ^ X o c f i . By [5, theorem 4.4] there is a closed and
open set 0 ^ Kx c Ko n 2> such that a | MyK| is uniformly continuous. Set

«,= sup |o-(a<")|<n0.

Choosing some WieK, with |o-(a"')|= n\, we claim that there is an open neighbour-
hood D c K , of o>! with
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Indeed, there are /,, . . . , / „ , e L'(R) with supp ( / , ) , . . . , supp (/„,) mutually disjoint
and xu ..., xnx e M*K, such that

(a/,(*i)L,, • • •, («/„,(*,.,))«,, * 0,
and by [6, lemma 10] we have for all u> in some open neighbourhood Da X, of w,

(«/,(*.))«,,...,(«/„,(*,,,))«, *0 .

It follows that there exists a closed and open set 0?^ K2<= K, such that we K2=»
lo-Ca")! = n,. For each w e K2, set

a (a- ) = {A,(a.) , . . . ,AI 1»},

where A!(&>)< • • • <Ani(w). We claim that for each 1 ^ j ' s nx the function K23ioi->
Aj(w) is continuous. To prove this, let O)2G X2 and let

0 < e < 5 min (A/+i(a)2) —A.-(<u2))
ls;sn,-|

be arbitrary. Then there are / , , . . . , / „ , e L'(K) with

supp (X) <= (Aj(w2) - e, A7-(o>2) + e)

and x , , . . . , xni e M\Kl such that

(o/iCxi))^, • • •, (a/n|(xn,))^ # 0.

Again by [6, lemma 10], there exists an open neighbourhood Da K2 of <o2 such
that for every <y e D

For each w e £) we get, successively,

<r(a")n supp

For each Jc{l «,} and fes 1 we set

' [ d(A»,F)=inf|A»-A|>-

Then the Xyfc's are closed subsets of K2 and UJ.IC ^J,* = ^2- Using the Baire
category property of K2, we deduce that there exist / o

c {1, • • •, «il and /co> 1 such
that the interior of KJotk<) # 0 . Therefore there is a closed and open subset K3 # 0
of fi which is contained in X7o>ko. I f / e L'(IR) and

then we have

(«/(*»- = (a<")/(^) = 0, x e
so ( " ^ ^ 3 ^ = 0, and consequently,
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Set q = XKS e Z- Then q is a non-zero projection and is orthogonal to all P,. Choosing
some / 0€ L'(R) such that

/o(s) = 1 for 5 in a neighbourhood of the compact set Fncr(a\ Mq),

supp(/o)<={AeR;<*(A,F)<l/*o},
and putting P^Mq = (a \ Mq)fo e B(Mq)if(Mq), it is easy to see that P%lMq is a projection
with:

image of Pa
F

lMq = (Mq)"iMq(F);
kernel of Pa

F
lMq = (Mq)a^Mq(U\F) = (Mq)"lMq({\ € R; d(A, F) >

Pj)M«(a|Mg), = (a|Mg),P?)M*, feR.
By corollary 1.2 we have for all x e Mq

so

||P?lM«(x)||= sup

It follows that | |P^M«| |<«0 . But the existence of q with the above properties
contradicts the maximality of the family (/>,•).-£/•

(iii)=>(vii) and the inequality ||//a| |<2||P(
a_00,0]| |:

By [18, theorem 3.5] the existence of P("-co,o] and Pfo.+oo) implies the global Hilbert
transform property for a and H" = P(

a_OO)0]-P[<J)?+ao). Since P"0+oo)(x) =
(P(-<x,,o{x*))*, xeM,we have

||H"|| < ||Pr-oo,o]|| +||Pro,+oc,

The implications (vii)=»(vi)=»(v) are trivial.

(ii) and Q can be chosen such that
By [18, lemma 3.4], Q = j.(l +H°)eBM <(M) satisfies the conditions from (ii).

For every 0 < e < S < +oo we set

e S = -a.dteB,,
Jeslrlss t

By the uniform boundedness principle, c = sup0<E<s<+oo || Tes || < +oo. Now let #? be
the complex linear space of all continuous functions / :R\{0}-»C with

p{f) = sup f(t)dt < +00.
0<e<6<+oo

Then p is a semi-norm on d£,

q/ = \fe%; lim f(t)dt exists I
S-*+ao

a linear subspace of 3f, and

lim
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a linear functional on "3/ with

im Ilim
o<
5-*+00

fit) dt

By the Hahn-Banach theorem there exists a linear functional

fit) dt,j e

which extends the above linear functional on <3/ and for which

LIM
0<e

M I fit)dt
"*° JesltlsS

</>(/), feX.

For any x e M and </> e M^, the function

belongs to % and < c||x . Thus

)*->LIM

is a bilinear functional of norm < c. Since M is the dual space of M%, it follows
that there exists TeB(M) such that

<T(x), </>>= LIM dt, x e M, 0 €

In particular,

| = cr(M, M^)- lim -a , (x)dr

whenever the limit at the right side exists. But if x e Ma((-oo, -a]) for some a > 0,
then lims^+oo ||a_5,(x)|| = 0, so by [18, lemma 3.1],

- lim dt = — x.

Thus T(x) = (7r/i)^ for x in the norm-closure of UK=(-OO,O)compact M"iK). One
deduces similarly that T(x) = — (v/i)x for x in the norm-closure of
UKC(O,+CO)compact M°(K). We conclude that Q = ̂ (l + (iT/ir»6B(M) satisfies the
conditions from (ii).

Finally we prove that

(ii)=>(i) and, for given Q, P can be chosen with ||P|| < |
By theorem 1.3 there exists Qa e B(M) such that ||Qa|| < ||<?||, Qaa,=-a,Qa, teU,

Qaix) = x for x in the norm-closure of UKC(-OO,<» compact M"iK), and (?a(x) = 0 for
x in the norm-closure of UK=(O,+OO)compact M
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Let us assume that there exists x e M with R 3 ^ a , ( x ) norm-continuous and
Qa(x)£Ma((-oo, 0]). Then there is some/e L'(R) such that supp ( / ) c (0, +oo) is
compact, a/(Qa(x))?^0. But this is not possible, because as af(x)e M"(supp (/))
one has af(Q

a(x)) = Qa(af(x)) = 0. Thus Qa(x)e Ma((-oo,0]) for x e M with
RB (i-»a,(x) norm-continuous, so (i) holds with P= Qa. D

(3.2) COROLLARY. Let (M, a) be a one-parameter W*-dynamical system, N an
a-invariant W* -subalgebra ofM, and a \ N the restriction of a to N. If (M, a) satisfies
the equivalent conditions from theorem 3.1, then (N,a\N) also satisfies them and

Pa
F

]N = Pa
F\N, F c R closed.

Proof. If (M,a) satisfies one of the conditions (v), (vi), (vii) from theorem 3.1,
then it is plainly satisfied also by (N,a\N). Further, if F c R is closed and
xeJV, then PF

lN(x)e N"|7V(F)c Ma(F), x-Pf(x)e Na{N(U\F)<= Ma(U\F),
so PF

1N(X) = PF(X). a

For one-parameter C*-dynamical systems we have two non-equivalent natural
counterparts to theorem 3.1; one of them corresponds to condition (v) from theorem
3.1, and the second one to the conditions (vi) and (vii).

Let us recall that if A is a C*-algebra and Prim (A) is the set of all primitive
closed two-sided ideals of A, then Prim (A) is usually endowed with the Jacobson
topology (see e.g. [12, 4.1.4]). By a theorem of Dixmier Prim (A) is a Baire space
(see e.g. [12, theorem 4.3.5).

(3.3) LEMMA. Let (A, a) be a one-parameter C*-dynamical system such that any
closed two-sided ideal of A is a-invariant. For each closed two-sided ideal $ of A we
denote by a* the strongly continuous one-parameter group of * -automorphisms of the
quotient C*-algebra A/$*. Then the set

{j?ePrim(A);o-(aJf)cF}

is closed in Prim (A) for any closed F<= R.

Proof Let F c R be closed and let us assume that there is some #0 in the closure
of {^e Prim (A); a(a^)cz F} in Prim (A) such that cr(a^°)s£F. Choosing some
Aoe a(aJ<>)\F, and an / e L'(R) with/(Ao) ^ 0, supp (f)nF = 0 , there exists xe A
such that af{x)fL$0. On the other hand, (aJf)f = 0 for every / e Prim (A) with
cr(a^)ci F, so

af(x)e Pi /<=,&>.
jPePrim(A)
cr(<Ot=F

This contradiction shows that the statement of the lemma holds. •

If $ is a closed two-sided ideal of a C*-algebra A, then $>-+£ n $ is a homeomor-
phism of the open subset {£ e Prim (A); $ <£ £} of Prim (A) onto Prim (J) (see e.g.
[12, theorem 4.1.11]). Therefore we shall identify Prim (J) with the above open
subset of Prim (A).

We also recall that a composition series for a C*-algebra A is a strictly increasing
family of closed two-sided ideals $a of A, indexed by a segment {a; 0 < a S c ) of
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the ordinals, such that

$a = U $t for each limit ordinal a < c.

We call a composition series {3>a;0<o</;} saturated if, for each 0 ^ a < c ,
Prim (f.+t/fj is dense in Prim (A/SJ.

If (A, a) is a one-parameter C*-dynamical system and $ an a-invariant closed
two-sided ideal of A, then we denote by a\$ and a* the strongly continuous
one-parameter groups of *-automorphisms of $, resp. A/ $, induced by a.

Now we prove a first C*-algebra counterpart to theorem 3.1:

(3.4) THEOREM. Let (A, a) be a one-parameter C*-dynamical system. Then the
following statements are equivalent:

(i) there exists an a-invariant closed two-sided ideal $ of A with Prim (J) dense
in Prim (A), and PeB(J>) such that

P(x) = x for xe*"V:((-<x>,0)),

(ii) there exists a saturated composition series {Sa;0sa<«} for A, formed by,
a-invariant ideals, and projections P . 6 B ( ^ . + , / ^ J , 0 < « < « , with

image of Pa = (J^+1 W ^ V ^ ( ( - ° ° , 0]),
kernel of Pa = (S.+ l/SJa''^-+>"'((0, +oo)),
P.(a*-1 .*.+i/.*J. = («**|.*.+ ./.*J A . fGR,

such that

sup ||Pj|<+oo;

(iii) there exists a family (^,)<e / of a-invariant norm-closed two-sided ideals of A with

(iv) euery prime closed two-sided ideal of A is a-invariant and

sup |o-(a"*)|<-l-oo;
$ prime

(v) the formula

(a**),(x) = (a,)**(x), t€U,xeA**
defines a a(A**, A*)-continuous one-parameter group a** of *-automorphisms of the
W*-algebra A**, and (A**, a**) satisfies the equivalent conditions of theorem 3.1;

(vi) for each xeA and <f> e A*,

sup II -(a,{x),<j>)dt <+00.
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Moreover, if the above equivalent statements hold, then

||Pf-",o]|| = sup | | P j | s sup |cr(a*)|
Os«<« >ePrim(A)

= sup \<r(a*)\<zsup\a(a*<)\,
& prime «e /

and for suitable choice of the family (^),e/,

sup \<r(aJ')\ ̂  e2 exp (2ir||P||).

Proof. First we prove that (i)=>(iii) and, for given P, the ^,'s can be chosen with
sup..e,Ma*<j|*e2exp(2,r||P||):

Since f~\ $ = {0}, it is enough to prove that each / e Prim (A) with 3 <£ $

is a-invariant and |o-(aJf)|<c2exp (2ir||P||).
Let n:A-*B(H) be an irreducible *-representation with ker (77)=^. Since

is a non-zero two-sided ideal of ir(A), it is dense in B(H) in the strong operator
topology. Therefore ir\$:$^> B(H) is an irreducible *-representation of $.

Taking into account corollary 1.5 and [5, prop. 2.2 and cor. 2.4], by a second dual
argument similar to that used in the proof of corollary 2.3, we get a one-parameter
W*-dynamical system (B(H), /3) with

(ir\J)o\a\J), = p,o(ir\J), teU,

and a linear map Q:B(H)^B(H) such that | |Q||s ||P||, Q(y) = y for
yeB(H)"((-oo,0)), and Q(B(H))cB(H)"((-oo,0]).

Let a e A be arbitrary. We have, for any t e R and b € ^,

Since a((J?) = ̂  for all f eR, it follows that

But the identity operator on / / belongs to the closure of IT(J) in the strong operator
topology, so 7r(a,(a)) = )8,(7r(a)), t € U. Consequently, n ° a, = /3, ° TT, t e R. In par-
ticular, ^ = ker(7r) is a-invariant. Finally, by theorem 2.2,

\a(B)\< e2 exp (2ir||Q||) s e
2 exp (2

Since o-(af*)<= o-(B), we conclude that

(iii)=»(iv) and the inequality supj,prime |o-(aJf)|<sup«e, ^(a1*')!:
We shall first show that if Jo is a dense subset of the space / of all prime closed

two-sided ideals of A with the Jacobson topology and if each member of Jo is
a-invariant, then each member of / is a-invariant, and

sup ^(a^) ! = sup |o-(a'*)|,

provided that the supremum over Jo is finite. That each member of / is a-invariant
follows immediately from the fact that each a, determines a homeomorphism of /
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onto itself with a dense set of fixed points. Suppose that the largest number of
elements in any <r(a^) with $ e /0 is finite, and denote this number by n. By lemma
3.3 (which holds just as well for the space of prime closed two-sided ideals as for
the space of primitive ideals) for any closed subset F<=R; the set of ^ e / with
a(a^) <= F is closed. Fix <?eJ, and choose a net {^t) in /0 converging to $>. Passing
to a subnet at most n times, we may assume that o-(£e) converges to a closed set
Fc|Ru{±oo} with at most n elements. It follows that a ( / ) is contained in any
closed neighbourhood of F, and hence that <r(#) is contained in F; in particular,

Now, for each * e /, denote by /, the subset of / of prime ideals containing /,.
By [5, theorem 3.5(iii)] applied to A/^,, each element of/, is a-invariant. Moreover,
the intersection of the members of/, (even of just the primitive ideals in /,) is equal
to $i. Hence the intersection of the members of U«e/ h is Pie/ •̂ .• = {0}; in other
words, /O = U«E/-7« is dense in /. Since a(a^)ci er( <*•*•) if ^=>^,, we have

sup Ma-*)! < sup |cr(a"*')|-

By the preceding paragraph, the desired inequality, which is stronger than (iv),
follows.

A second application of the statement in the first sentence of the proof of
(iii)=^(iv), with / o

c / the set of primitive ideals of A, is that

sup |o-(a^)|= sup |o-(a'*)|.
^ePrim(A) $ prime

(iv)=»(ii) and the inequality supOs^<c ||P.Nsup^eprim(A) M""*)!:
First we note that by [5, theorem 3.5], o-(a_,) ^ C, so by [5, cor. 2.5] every closed

two-sided ideal of A is a-invariant. We prove that there exists a closed two-sided
ideal ^i of A with Prim (^,) dense in Prim (A), and a projection P,e B(Jt) such that:

image of P, = (*)""• ((-oo,0]);
kernel of P, = (^,)"|j>'((0, +<»));
Pi(a |^i) , = (a|^i),Pi, feR;and

This suffices, because then, using transfinite induction, we get easily (ii) and the
desired estimation for supOs^<^ |]PJ|.

Let us write for each n > 1

By lemma 3.3 the ^, 's are closed subsets of Prim (A), and by (iv) Prim (A) =
Un>, &„. Since Prim (A) is a Baire space, ^ = Un>i (interior of ^n) is a dense open
subset of Prim (A). Hence there exists a closed two-sided ideal $, of A with

Prim (.*,) = {J? G Prim (A); Sx <£ / } = <8

dense in Prim (A).
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For each n > 1, letting £Un denote the closed two-sided ideal of A with

Prim (.*,,„) = \J € Prim (A); .?,,„ £ / } = interior of ^n,

we have

•*i = U ^..n-

It follows that

consequently,

*i = (^.)a|-*'((-°o, 0])
On the other hand, by corollary 1.2 we have for every xe (^,)a|j>l((-oo, 0]) and

||x|| = sup 11x̂11 < I sup |o-(a-')|)||x+j'||,
^ePrim(A) \^ePrim(/t) /

where a$ denotes the canonical image of a e A in A/J*.
We conclude that there exists a projection P, eB(^,) of norm <

sup̂ ePrinKA) I0-(«^)| such that:
image of P1 = (^1)a'J>'((-c», 0]);
kernel of P, = (^i)a|J<'((0, +00)).

Since (a \Ji),Pi(a |^i)_, is, for each t eR, a linear projection with the same image
and kernel as P,, we have automatically

Px(a |^i), = (a \$\),PU te.U.
(ii)=S>(v):

From (i)=»(iv) established above, applied for each a, Q<a<c, we see that the
C*-dynamical system (•$a+\/-$a, a"*-|^+1) satisfies the equivalent conditions of [5,
theorem 3.5 and cor. 4.5]. It follows in particular that t>-+a?* is a <r(A**, A*)-
continuous one-parameter group of automorphisms of A** - denote it by a**. From
(ii) it follows immediately that the W*-dynamical system (A**, a**) satisfies condi-
tion (iii) of theorem 3.1 in the special case F = (-oo, 0]; in particular, it satisfies
condition (i) of theorem 3.1 (and therefore it satisfies all the equivalent conditions
of theorem 3.1). Moreover, since Pf-ooo] is the direct sum of all P**, we have

sup || Pa || = || P(*-i>0] || •

It follows from condition (iv) of theorem 3.1 that for each irreducible representa-
tion rr of A the restriction (a**)n of a** to the weak closure of TT(A) has finite
spectrum, and that the supremum of these cardinalities is finite. Since o-(akerir)s
er((a**)'r), we have condition (iii) of the present theorem, with the family (&.)
taken to be Prim A. As shown above, condition (iii) implies condition (ii), and
condition (i) follows trivially.
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Finally, the implication (v)=»(vi) is trivial, and the implication (vi)=5>(v) follows
easily by [18, cor. 2.5], [5, prop. 2.2], and the uniform boundedness principle. •

(3.5) COROLLARY. Let (A, a) be a one-parameter C*-dynamical system.
If B is an a-invariant C*-subalgebra of A and (A, a) satisfies the equivalent

conditions of theorem 3.4, then (B, a\B) also satisfies them.
If 3 is a closed two-sided ideal of A, then (A, a) satisfies the equivalent conditions

of theorem 3.4 ifand only if$ is a-invariant and (3, a\$) and (A/ $, a*) satisfy them.

Proof. The first statement follows from corollary 3.2 by making use of condition (v)
from theorem 3.4. Also the second statement follows easily by using condition
(v) from theorem 3.4. •

Unfortunately, if a one-parameter C*-dynamical system (A, a) satisfies the
equivalent conditions from theorem 3.4, there does not necessarily exist a projection
P^oo^eB(A) with:

image of P?_^ol = A"((-co, 0]);
kernel of P^x^ = Aa((0, +«)).

Indeed let A be the C*-algebra of all convergent sequences of complex 2x2 matrices,
a the self-adjoint element of A corresponding to the sequence

/0 0\ /0 0 \ /0 0 \
V 0 l / ' \ 0 1 / 2 / ' - ' l o 1 / n / ' - '

and a the uniformly continuous one-parameter group of *-automorphisms of A
denned by

a,(x) = exp (ifa)xexp (-ita).

It is easy to see that (A, a) satisfies condition (iv) from theorem 3.4, but

A" ((-oo, 0]) = the set of all convergent sequences of

(e f\
matrices of the form I I,

\0 h]
/4a((0, -oo)) = the set of all sequences of matrices of

/0 0\ L. L (0 0\
the form I I, which converge to I I,

so
A*Aa((-co,0])+Aa((0,+co)).

The explanation of the above deviation from the case of W*- dynamical systems
relies on the fact that all one-parameter W*-dynamical systems satisfy the weak
ergodic property from [16, § 3], whilst for general one-parameter C*-dynamical
systems this is not true. More concretely, the following second C*-algebra counter-
part to theorem 3.1 holds:

(3.6) THEOREM. Let (A, a) be a one-parameter C*-dynamical system. Then the
following statements are equivalent:
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(i) there exists a projection P ^ ^ e B(A) with:
image of P^^ = Aa((-oo, 0]),
kernel of P^xfi] = Aa((0, +«)) ,

(ii) a has the Hilbert transform property in every xeA; that is, the limit

H"{x) = -<r{A,A*)- lim I -a,(x)dteA
•n °<^oJeS|, |<5 t

exists for each xeA;
(iii) (A, a) satisfies the equivalent conditions from theorem 3.4 and

\K<= (-oo,0) compact

is dense in A, or, equivalently,

Aa(K))+Aa(M)+i U Aa(K))
I \Kc(0,+oo) compact I

1 f6

-hm— a,(x) dt
+oo 25 J_ s

norm-

exists for all xeA.

Proof We note that if (i) holds, then the formula

i>[aO,+co)(x) = (Pr-co,0](x*))*

defines a projection P"0,+co) e B(A) with:
image of Pfo.+oo) = Aa([0, +oo));
kernel of Pfo.+oc, = A"((-oo, 0)).

Using this remark, (i)<=>(ii) follows from [18, cor. 3.6]. We note also, that by [16,
cor. 3.5],

Aa(K))+Aa({0})+( U
/ \ K<=(0,+oo) c= (-oo,0) compact / \ K<=(0,+°o) compact

is dense in A if and only if

norm-lim— a,(x) dt
S^+co 25 J_5

exists for all xeA. The equivalence of (iii) with (i) and (ii) is an immediate
consequence of [18, cor. 3.7]. •

We remark that, contrary to corollary 3.5, if (A, a) is a one-parameter C*-dynamical
system, 3 an a-invariant closed two-sided ideal of A, and a \ 3 and a* satisfy the
equivalent conditions from theorem 3.6, then this does not necessarily hold for a:
we can take, for example, (A, a) as in the example before theorem 3.6 and 3 =the
set of all complex 2x2 matrices, which converge to

0
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